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In his talk “Identifying as a Soul,” Sant Baljit Singh tells 
us that we are part of God, the Source, from which we 
all come. And the purpose of every human being is to 
return to our real home and become one with God. For 
this we are provided with a spiritual tool—meditation. 
The daily practice of meditation takes us on an inward 
journey toward our true self.

The first article explains that humankind is driven by 
curiosity and an ability to wish, dream, and imagine. 
And it is this curiosity and ability to imagine beyond 
our current state that invites us to begin the spiritual 
journey. “The Light of Consciousness” reveals to us that 
we are conscious within our own self and we can use 
this consciousness for our betterment. However, in “Free 
Will” we are reminded it is our own choice whether or 
not we consciously invest our efforts towards realizing 
ourselves as soul. “Abide in Divinity” lets us know that 

Welcome!

through sincere efforts we can raise our consciousness, 
deepen our spiritual practice, and experience an inner 
stillness and grandness. In “Self-Knowledge,” Sant Baljit 
Singh explains that, in order to realize our true worth, we 
need to practically apply the teachings we have learned.

In the Inspiration section we learn that small actions, 
performed selflessly in devotion to God, eventually 
lead to a conscious connection with God and a state of 
universal love.

In “Reflections,” Sant Baljit Singh further offers his 
encouragement; he tells us: “Although we might not yet 
have awakened as soul, the effort is an experience in 
itself. We have the positive feeling of doing something 
good, and the peace and the satisfaction that we receive 
is a very blessed gift.”
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As human beings we have the ability to learn. We are equipped with a mind which is curious 
about all that surrounds us and about our own being. During our lifetime we try to know so 
many things about the outer world. Yet, how many of us set our reach beyond the visible,  
material things, and try to know our true self? 
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Guru Purnima
July 13, 2022

Dear ones, 

Our actions, words and thoughts are important aspects in every part of life. Yet on the 
spiritual journey we pay extra attention to these; as on this journey we are trying to evolve 
ourself to become more compassionate, more loving, and more conscious human beings, 
to eventually realize ourself as soul. As seekers of spirituality, we set out on this journey to 
know our real identity as soul. And for this journey to bear fruit, as with anything in life, it is 
helpful to set up some rules and conditions to support our journey on the spiritual path to 
attain the aim in life. 

Just as when we set out on a journey to visit our family or go on pilgrimage, we prepare 
ourself, as required, with the proper clothing; we make travel arrangements, ensure our 
home is in order, etc. We ensure all details to make our journey smooth and successful, so 
we can enjoy our journey. In the same way, such preparation and planning should also be 
applied on our spiritual journey, with dedication and discipline. 

When we dedicate ourself to our goal to realize our true self, we should also incorporate 
discipline in our life and inculcate good habits, so that our journey becomes efficient, and 
all aspects support our goal. Additionally, on the spiritual journey we also have to have a 
good attitude to ensure that all our efforts bear fruit and we achieve our goal. Attitude is 
the most important aspect, therefore it is a greater part of our spiritual journey and needs 
proper attention and care. Also, when we have a good mindset it means that we have 
support from our mind, which is most needed. Without this support of the mind, the spiri-
tual journey will not bear any fruit. 

On this spiritual journey, our actions, words and thoughts matter. Good thoughts lead to 
good words and turn into good actions, and in turn good actions result in good words and 

good thoughts. You have to prepare your mind so that the mindset is in the best condition 
to absorb the spiritual knowledge the Masters selflessly share with you for your benefit. 
Put this knowledge into practice, so one day you realize the purpose of life—to know your-
self as soul. 

The nature of the mind is to run out into the material world and get engaged in material 
pursuits. To keep the mind and intellect in a supportive state for our spiritual pursuit, 
continuous reminders are helpful to integrate in our daily routine, and for this, discipline is 
required. The Masters throughout time have emphasized the importance of daily reflection 
on our actions, words and thoughts; reading, watching or listening to spiritual discourses; 
studying the Holy Scriptures; and having a daily routine for meditation and devotional prac-
tices. For this, the daily spiritual diary was introduced. All these help refresh our mind to 
the purpose of life, which supports the mind being our friend on our spiritual journey. That 
is why it is said that spirituality is all about doing, all about practice. It is beautifully said in 
the Bhagavad Gita: 

Elevate yourself through the power of your mind, and do not degrade  
yourself, for the mind can be the friend and also the enemy of the self.

(Bhagavad Gita, The Song of God, Chapter 6, Verse 5)

The spiritual Masters remind us, time and again, to be the charioteer of our mind and 
to make the mind our friend on the spiritual journey. They selflessly share the spiritual 
knowledge attained through their efforts and share their experiences. Yet how much of the 
Masters’ spiritual knowledge we can absorb depends on the state of our mind as a spiritual 
seeker/disciple. That is why it is so important to make our mind spiritually conducive, so we 
can absorb more spiritual knowledge and then integrate it into our daily lives in order to 
realize our full potential as a soul. In order to ensure a fruitful harvest, the farmer prepares 
the field before the seeds are sown. In the same manner, to be able to attain maximum 
spiritual knowledge from the Master and to be able to put it into action, we ought to 
broaden our mind through dedication and discipline. 

Unless there is dedication and discipline on the path of spirituality, it is not possible to 
realize our highest goal—to realize ourself as soul. Dedication and discipline are both 
essential qualities that support us on our spiritual journey. We embarked on this spiritual 
path because of a yearning inside of us to merge into the Ocean of Consciousness, the 
Supreme Atman (Supreme Soul). We are not separate from God. We are a part of God’s 
creation. And everything in creation is there to support us on our spiritual journey, so we 
should aim to remove the obstacles of being ignorant of our true nature and to stop identi-
fying ourself with our ego. 

Om Namah Shivaya                                  Om Shri Gurave Namaha                               Om Namah Shivaya Om Namah Shivaya                                  Om Shri Gurave Namaha                               Om Namah Shivaya
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When we support our communities, when we 
serve those in need, spreading peace and 
happiness, ensuring harmony among the 
different sections of the society, then we are 
contributing positively to God’s creation.

We live in God’s creation and we are part of creation. So one of our duties in life is to 
contribute to God’s creation in a positive manner. When we support our communities, 
when we serve those in need, spreading peace and happiness, ensuring harmony among 
the different sections of the society, then we are contributing positively to God’s creation. 
And by doing so we have served our creator, the Supreme Atman, the omnipresent God 
pervading all. We have served our creator through serving God’s creation, as the precious 
gift of a human birth was also given by God only. 

It is my heartfelt wish for you, on this auspicious day of Guru Purnima, considering all this 
above, that your sincere efforts on the spiritual journey may bear fruit one day and you all 
blossom like flowers, spreading the essence of God within you all for the whole of mankind 
to enjoy. 

With my heartfelt good wishes to you and to your near and dear ones. 

Yours in Him,

Baljit Singh

Om Namah Shivaya                                  Om Shri Gurave Namaha                               Om Namah Shivaya
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Identifying as a Soul 
Sant Baljit Singh

You are a soul, not a 
body. You are a soul 
encompassed in the 
body, and you are 
supposed to go back to 
your real home.

My dear souls, it is so nice to see you after so long. 
Although we have not met physically, I am sure 

you are all on the right path, doing the right thing, 
which is meditation. It is a tool provided to all of you. 
With the help of meditation, you can become one with 
the supreme source of energy called God, or you may 
call Him by another name.

Time and again, whenever you come across a Master, 
he only reminds you of one thing—that you are a soul, 
part of God, the supreme energy. And the purpose of 
this human life is to use all your might to become one 
with God. He only guides and leads you, if you accept 
him as your guide and Master, to go back to your 
real home. He has one purpose—to take you back to 
your real home. You call that home your true home, 
Buddha’s Land, or kingdom of God. You can call it by 
whatever name, but that is what our real home is. So 
that is the topmost priority of the Master—to lead and 
guide you back to your real home.

In the same way, a human being has only one top 
priority and purpose of life—to get back to your real 
home. You may have a meeting with the Master, and 
a number of times you may come across him. You 
may happen to ask him so many things. You may 
have so many questions, but whatever the Master 
says will have only one meaning—to remind you that 
you are a soul, not a body. You are a soul encom-
passed in the body, and you are supposed to go back 
to your real home.

We have many meetings, but the purpose of all these 
meetings will be the same. In the past you had met 
with our beloved Master, Sant Thakar Singh. Now and 
in the future, we will be meeting as and when desired 
by the Supreme God. But our meeting will have only 
one purpose, only one discussion—it will be only God. 
What I mean to say is that you have been hearing the 
same things and listening to the same things time and 
again, but listening and asking the Master for answers 
to your questions will satisfy you only to a certain 
extent on the mental level.

It is the mind which poses the question. A question is 
nothing—we can say it is a doubt. So the mind poses 
the question. It has reasoning power and is of that 

nature. The mind never gets satisfied. It may have one 
question, and after that, if that question is answered, 
there will be another question. That is human nature 
too. We are not supposed to be satisfied. If we, as a 
human, become satisfied, then progress stops. Then 
we do not move further. Our being unsatisfied is 
helpful to us in seeking further knowledge.

Know this more and more. When we are not satis-
fied with whatever we have then we may think of 
something, we may desire something, or we may 
need something, and for that, we will invent some-
thing. We will enjoy our new invention for a while, 
but after that the mind will again ask for more and 
for something different.

People say that they are troubled by the mind, and we 
also say we must control our mind. But as I just told 
you, your quest for more, and for the new, will lead us 
to a new invention. We have invented so many things, 
enjoyed so many material riches and material wealth 
and comfortable ways and means of life, but those 
were all created for the body. Everything we have 
invented so far is helpful to make our body comfort-
able and enjoy that, but we have done nothing for our 
soul to enjoy. We are a soul, not a body.

It is like having a bird in a cage. If we only maintain the 
cage, only do something to beautify the cage, but do 
not care for the bird inside, then what will happen? 
The bird will die. Providing a better cage, or a golden 
cage studded with diamonds or other things, will not 
make the bird happy and attracted to the cage so that 
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The day there  
is perfection  
in your meditation,  
there will be precision. 
Perfection will lead to 
precision. Then you will 
enjoy your meditation also. 
There will be a high.  
There will be stillness.

it does not try to free itself from the cage. The cage 
may be of diamonds or gold, but the bird is always 
longing for its freedom to set its wings in the free 
skies. It wants to fly. It wants to enjoy its freedom.

In the same way, we may have a beautiful body. We 
may create ways and means to make the body most 
comfortable and beautify it in so many ways, but the 
soul does not want this body. The soul does not want 
to be imprisoned or encompassed in this body. The 
soul wants to get out of this body and planet earth, 
and to go back to its home.

It is the mind which is enjoying this material world 
through the five physical senses that are provided 
in this body. We can say it is a game of the mind, 
which is never satisfied and keeps troubling us. 
Being unsatisfied with one thing, the mind asks for 
another thing, and after that it asks for other things. 
But I will say that we must be thankful to our mind 
for not being satisfied.

As I said before, if we become satisfied then we do 
not move further and our progress stops. Give thanks 
to the mind that it is not satisfied, it is not happy with 
anything. What does that mean? If our mind cannot be 
happy with all these material things, then how can the 
soul, which is so, so superior to the mind, be happy 
with all these things? There is no compatibility. Some-
thing must be matching; only then we enjoy things. If 
there is nothing for the mind to be happy about here 
on this planet earth, then how can a soul be happy 
here? There is nothing to its taste here.

The mind has its own abode up above. It has its own 
world there. It has its own ways and means there, 
created for it to enjoy. In the same way, the soul is 
beyond the abode of the mind. It has its own world 
there. The earth is not our home. Nothing is here 
which we can enjoy. Nothing is here which we can 
be comfortable with as a soul. The body, of course, 
may enjoy luxury and comfort, but we have to do 
something so that the soul enjoys while we are here 
and even the mind enjoys while we are here. We 
give something to the mind also, and make this mind 
our companion in our journey toward God; you can 
call it an inward journey. We, as soul, do not want to 

go outside. We do not want to expand ourselves 
outside through the senses, but it is the mind which 
is using all the senses of the physical body and is 
wandering outside.

All efforts are to be made to bring this mind inside—
the whole energy, which is going outside—to bring it 
inside, make it still here at the third eye center, and 
move further inward. You, as a body, can sit for a while 
in meditation, for hours even. But you see, your mind 
is always outside. The mind is not giving you company. 
So you may call it meditating, but as long as your 
mind is not supporting your meditation, it will not be a 
meditation. The mind and soul both have to be sitting 
together for the meditation. 

Our sitting in the meditation posture is to still our 
mind and body. We can make the body still, but the 
mind is not still. As long as the mind is not still, there is 
no quality in our meditation. It will be the quality which 
will help us, not the quantity, the number of hours we 
are putting in. So that is why the Master says to prac-
tice. The Master never says to meditate, but practice. 
Three hours of practice is a must, the minimum told at 

the time of initiation. So the Masters ask you to prac-
tice it, and this practice will make you perfect.

The day there is perfection in your meditation, there 
will be precision. Perfection will lead to precision. Then 
you will enjoy your meditation also. There will be a 
high. There will be stillness. Then you will be flying, 
leaving your body behind. It may take time, and the 
time may vary from person to person, but one need 
not bother about that. All we are supposed to do is 
follow what the Master says and do the right thing.

We can say more about these things, but the meaning 
will remain the same. And I suppose I have said all I 
was supposed to. Time and again these things will be 
the same. I request you all to be firm in the decision 
you have made to not live a worldly life, but to want a 
spiritual life and to be firm in your determination to be 
one with God.

We all make decisions in our daily life, but this is the 
best decision you have made in your life—that you will 
not live a worldly life, but you want a spiritual life, and 
you will go back to your own home, to Buddha’s Land, 
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The day you identify yourself as a soul, as part 
of God, is the same day your claim for the whole 
universe is also approved.
the kingdom of God, your true home on the fifth plane, 
and enjoy being a soul with the Supreme Being. The 
true happiness is there, and the eternal life is there. 
The whole universe is yours—everything created in 
this universe is yours. Then you will be the real owner.

Now you may own a car, airplane, house, some land, 
or some wealth. You own some things or many things, 
but everything is yours. You are the real owner of this 
universe. You only have to identify yourself. The day 
you identify yourself as a soul, as part of God, is the 
same day your claim for the whole universe is also 
approved. Then everything will be yours. So be firm in 
your determination. Do not give up. As I said, the time 
to achieve your goal will vary from person to person, 
but one need not be disappointed. All the efforts you 
put into the meditation are recognized, and you will be 
rewarded for that, because this is the right thing you 
are doing.

When wrong actions are rewarded, then we can be 
sure that right actions will also be rewarded. So this 
is the right action; this is the right karma you are 
performing. Keep on treading your right path and keep 
on doing as you are advised. Follow what the Master 
says. He has no other motive, no selfish motive to get 
anything out of you. He is only helping you. He is your 
helper. He is your assistant. He is your guide. He is 
your porter. He is your mentor. You can call him in any 
way. He is your servant.

May God bless you all, and one day, just as we are 
here together on earth in this tiny hall, we will find all 
of us together up above in our real home. 

So what is left to say? The essence of what has been 
said is that meditation is a tool to help us achieve our 
goal. So I ask you all to use this tool of meditation 
for fifteen minutes, and then we will get on to other 
business. I request all of you to make yourselves 
comfortable and get into your meditation.

After meditation:

That was really nice, a good standard of meditation, 
except for a very few people who were struggling, but they 
will pick up and progress. So continue this. It is good. 

I wish you all the best. Thank you very much. 

Copyright © 2006 Know Thyself as Soul 
(Talk given May 22 morning, 2006 at Kumamoto, Japan)
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Every day is a new life, a new beginning, a new start. 
Every day we learn. When two people meet, they learn 
from each other. I am learning from all of you because 
this is my first meeting with you. It is in our nature that 
we keep learning.

Learning is a continuous process, but we must be 
vigilant and wise, with an open mind and open eyes to 
learn. At the same time, however, because we observe 
so many things, we must filter out the bad and adopt 
only the good things, the right things. We first have to 
be very good human beings. Only then will other good 
things happen. 

This is a way of life that one has to understand. It is 
like a cycle, and we are learning. Before we begin the 
spiritual path, we live the life of the mind and body, not 
understanding anything about what we are in reality. 
Then the Master comes and wakes us up and gives 
us the understanding that we are not the body or the 
mind, but the soul.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Journey of the Mind and Soul (Edition Naam, 2018; pp. 5-6)

To take birth in the human vesture is precious as it 
holds the seed for our spiritual development, because 
only in the human body can we unfold our true poten-
tial and realize ourselves as soul. We human beings are 
different from other living beings in nature. One of the 
ways that we are different is that our minds can think 
beyond the current state of reality that we perceive 
from moment to moment. We are conscious beings 
and, as such, have the ability to imagine beyond what 
our minds can perceive on the outside, in the material 
realm. We can imagine eternal bliss, happiness, peace, 
and tranquility. Curiosity about these things should lead 
us to have an open, relaxed heart to realize our true 
reality: We are part and parcel of Father God and His 
big creation and, most importantly, of all that is within.

It is this ability to think beyond the material reality that 
moves us human beings to pursue our real purpose 

in life. It brings us to the questions: Who am I? Where 
have I come from? And to where am I to return? When 
we find the answer to these three questions, then the 
mystery of life is solved. Yet first, this curiosity, this 
imagination beyond our current state, has to be awak-
ened. This curiosity and ability to wish, dream, and 
imagine moves us along on our spiritual quest, the 
journey within, to realize the supreme truth. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
Guru Purnima Message 2014

The Master addresses you as souls to remind you of 
your true essence and to awaken the curiosity in you to 
realize your true self, so that you can really know who 
you are and experience God’s vastness and greatness.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Guru Purnima Message 2016

The Master  
addresses you  
as souls to  
remind you of  
your true essence  
and to awaken  
the curiosity  
in you to realize  
your true self.

Realize Your True Self



Light of Consciousness
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Human life is a very precious gift—an opportunity given to us by Father God—because we 
are completely conscious beings. We are part of the supreme consciousness, and we also 
are conscious within our own self. We should use this consciousness for our betterment and 
for achieving our highest goal. Time and again whenever we meet, this same message will be 
given. Saints have always been saying this. Maybe we overlooked it or did not pay heed to it, 
but let us all take it seriously. We are being given a rare opportunity.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Everything Is Within (Edition Naam, 2015; p. 5)

Only in the human body are we able to sense material 
reality and fathom spiritual reality, and that is why the 
saints refer to the human birth as supreme and a gift 
of God.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Guru Purnima Message 2015

As human beings, we consist of body, mind, intellect, 
and soul. However, the body, mind, and intellect cannot 
work or perform without the soul. They are dead 
without the soul. It is mainly the soul that keeps every-
thing going. We live as a body and mind until the truth 
dawns on us and we realize through the Master that we 
are not only the body and mind—we are the soul. We 
have to live like a soul and perform like a soul. 

This is like the sun rising. With the first ray of light, the 
darkness begins to vanish. In the same way, when the 
knowledge and realization through the Master dawns on 
us, all the layers of mind and intellect that cover the soul 
begin to go away. Slowly but surely, the soul is uncov-
ered, and then we begin thinking and acting as a soul.

Sant Baljit Singh 
You are a Soul (Edition Naam, 2017; p. 5) 

The Master comes to awaken our consciousness and 
help us realize that we are conscious entities. We are 
to use our consciousness, and we can experience the 
entire universe as a whole, not only a few places here 
and there. We humans are sleeping, and the Master 
awakens us and tells us: “Time to wake up! Many years 
and lifetimes have passed. You have done enough in 
the material world. You have suffered enough. Now 

Wherever our attention lies, there we are. The heavens lie 
within, and when we bring our consciousness up, we will 
experience a transformation.   

come, let us do something better, and your suffering 
will end. That is guaranteed.” Life is eternal and never 
ends. The soul is a part of God and can never die.  
Sant Baljit Singh  

Everything Is Within (Edition Naam, 2015; pp. 8-9) 

 

When we realize our own true self, then we will see the 
same Light shining in all and will observe God within the 
entire creation. That is why it is said by the saints:

Jyoti swaroop atma, ghat ghat rahe samaye.
In the form of Light, the soul is present in every 
part of existence.

Sant Baljit Singh 
India Report, Nawan Nagar, 2013 (p. 4) 

 

Fire is light, and that is why it goes upward. One of the 
reasons that religions use fire in their worship is to 
remind us that, as soul, we are also light. The word light 
means less in weight and also can mean a flame. As 
soul, we are light in both ways. The flame always travels 
upward, reminding us: “Go up! You are also a light, and 
you are to go up!”

Sant Baljit Singh  
Journey to the Ocean of Love (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 11)

The inner Light is always glowing; we just need to turn 
our attention toward it. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
India Report, Pimpalner, 2013 (p. 12)
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Free Will 

God gives us freedom, 
yet we are responsible 
for using it for our  
greatest	benefit,	 
which is to realize  
ourselves as soul. 

According to the teachings of the Masters, we human 
beings have been given free will to perform any action. 
We also have been given the ability to point our unwa-
vering attention toward the Ocean of Consciousness, 
God, in order to raise our consciousness and realize 
ourselves as soul. For this transformation to take place, 
spirituality is to be lived with every breath, with every 
step, and with every action we take. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
New Year Message 2021

 
Throughout the ages, saints have given the same 
message to all people, pointing them in the right direc-
tion so that they can attain the real purpose of life and 
find lasting enjoyment while living. One great saint 
inspires us to realize the impermanence of enjoyment 
found in the traps of maya and to reach for the perma-
nent enjoyment and freedom found by attaining the true 
self within. We cannot truly enjoy without being free, and 
freedom also does not exist without enjoyment. 

You have forgotten the Self within;  
your search in the void will be in vain;  
in a moment the life will ebb,  
and in this body you will not remain. 
 
Be ever conscious of this, O friend,  
you have to immerse within your Self;  
Kabir says, salvation you will not then need,  
for what you are, you would be indeed.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Guru Purnima Message 2012

We should make use of our intellect as our best friend 
to help us reach our superior goal, because only in the 
human body can we have a spiritual experience. God 
gives us freedom, yet we are responsible for using it for 
our greatest benefit, which is to realize ourselves as soul. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
New Year Message 2016

When we use our human life for what it was intended, 
then we realize that we are spiritual beings, not merely 
physical bodies with only material desires, and then we 
can really see the magnificence of God. And to show us 
our true destiny, the Master is here to remind us of our 
true purpose, to wake us up from our slumber, so we 
can become conscious human beings and realize what 
life is really intended for. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
New Year Message 2015 

You need to have an inner awareness, to be conscious 
at the level of soul. Attaining a human birth is the 
greatest blessing, but the dilemma remains whether 
you will fritter away your precious life under the influ-
ence of maya or make the effort to seek God, the 
creator of maya.

Sant Baljit Singh 
India Report, Pimpalner, 2012 (p. 4)



Abide in Divinity
Knowing our own self is the sole principle of life, and this is the teaching of all the saints 
and Masters. When we know ourselves, then the purpose of life is solved and then we will 
have a realization of God.

Sant Baljit Singh  
India Report, Nawan Nagar, 2013 (p. 12) 

The Formless One is limitless and yet has taken many forms. As the Masters remind us, we 
are souls, we each are a drop of the big Ocean of Consciousness, God, and this drop has to 
merge back into its Source to become one with the One. 

Sant Baljit Singh  
New Year Message 2021 

God is already within us and all around us! It is for us to raise our consciousness through 
sincere efforts and leading an ethical life, so we can realize God in all forms.

Sant Baljit Singh  
New Year Message 2022

The key to our relationship with God and to our journey to merge with the Supreme, to 
be one with the One, is only through pure love toward God and His creation. However, 
because we only recognize ourselves as the physical body and identify ourselves with 
material things, we often live in fear of losing our body or material possessions. But God is 
beyond all this, because He is the creator of all. Our focus in life as a human being should 
be on the Creator, the only owner of this material world, rather than on material things, but 
this cannot be had without having true love for Him. Yet, how can we build a relationship 
with the One who is formless, who is fathomless and cannot be described in words? The 
Masters come to remind us about the real purpose of life and to encourage us to open up 
to the unknown; to reach beyond the visible, material things, the traps of maya, the veil; 
and to realize God. 

Sant Baljit Singh  
Guru Purnima Message 2014 

To experience the ocean, we have to immerse ourselves in it. We have to dive deep to 
experience the complete silence and grandness of the ocean. In the same way, to expe-
rience our true essence, to experience ourselves as soul, to experience ourselves as part 
of God, we have to become completely still, concentrated, attuned within, with undivided 
attention on the Divine. To be completely still means to be without any kind of wavering 
caused by desires or cravings drawing out our attention time and again. Through medita-
tion, we practice daily to become still within and try to concentrate our mind on the Divine. 
We can help our self remove the wavering caused by our divided attention, due to different 
desires and cravings, by merging our self in the remembrance of the Divine. 

Sant Baljit Singh  
Guru Purnima Message 2020 
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You have been taught many things and have learned 
many things. In this long life, everyone learns some-
thing. You must have read many books and satsangs. 
Whatever good things we learn, we should apply to our 
lives. Much is happening all around us. Different kinds 
of incidents, good and bad, are occurring. Scriptures 
and books from the Master provide us with good teach-
ings. We should follow these good teachings and apply 
them to our lives. If you only listen to or read good 
teachings and do not apply them or follow them, then 
you have wasted your time—because learning some-
thing without acting on what you have learned does not 
help you.

In earlier times, most people were illiterate. A learned 
person or a mailman would come to a village and 
read letters to the people. These days, in every house, 

everyone is literate. There is no need to go to a learned 
person because you can read yourself. You may listen 
to a discourse or read the books of the Master, but if 
you do not apply the good teachings to your life, then 
the time spent listening and reading is wasted.

Saint Kabir lived a long time ago, and these teachings 
were available and practical at that time, as well. Those 
times were good, and the world was a better place 
then. People’s characteristics were better, and almost 
every home had a spiritual way of life. These days, 
people are taught according to worldly standards more 
so than spiritual ones. Young people today are taught 
to be clever and become educated so as to acquire 
material things and status, but not to remain inno-
cent. No one teaches them to work toward becoming 

like God. Instead, they are taught to embrace material 
values, pursue a career, and become worldly. Unfortu-
nately most of them are not helped to become spiritual.
 
The times today are not like what they were 200, 500, or 
1,000 years ago. Those were better times, and yet even 
then, long ago, Saint Kabir Sahib said: “Wake up.” You 
might feel inclined to answer: “We are awake. We are 
sitting here and are not sleeping.” True, your body and 
mind are awake, but you are not a body or mind; you 
are a soul. Your soul is sleeping. Your mind is running 
about while your soul is suppressed. So Saint Kabir’s 
words are intended to wake us up, shake us up.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Journey to the Inner Abode (Edition Naam, 2021; pp. 33-34)

We must realize our worth. We must identify our 
true selves. We try to gain knowledge about others, 
the world, and the creation of the universe. We are 
involved in so much research and theses, always trying 
to find out about things. Intuition is given to us. We try 
to know so many things, and we have learned much 
from our searching and researching, but we have not 
tried to know our self. We may have knowledge about 
the universe, many countries of the world, and many 
people, but what about self-knowledge? You have no 
knowledge about your real self. If you know your true 
self, you will know everything. Then you will not need 
to find knowledge from books or other people. The 
moment you know yourself as soul, everything will be 
made known to you by the Higher Self. Then you will 
know everything because the Higher Self is almighty, all 
knowledge, and all wisdom.

Self-Knowledge

I ask all of you about the interest that brought you 
here today. There are many people in this hall, which 
gives me great hope, because you are seeking real 
knowledge. The world has many people, but very few 
seek real knowledge, as you are doing. Real knowledge 
is knowledge about the self. When you know your true 
self, you will know the Higher Self, because you are a 
part of the same. For example, if a particle of a tree is 
tested in a laboratory, it will have the same qualities as 
a log from the same tree. In the same way, you have 
the same qualities, capabilities, and competencies as 
the Higher Self because you are part of it.

Another example that I often give is a drop from the 
ocean. If you take a drop of water from the ocean and a 
bucketful of water from the ocean and test them both 
in a laboratory, both will have the same characteristics 
and qualities. Only the quantity will differ. The drop 
contains a few milligrams of salt, the bucketful has a 
few grams of salt, and the ocean contains millions of 
tons of salt. However, the drop and the bucketful of 
ocean water contain the same ingredients as those in 
the ocean. In the same way, your true self, being a part 
of the Higher Self, has the same qualities, the same 
capabilities, and the same worth as the Higher Self.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Our Higher Self (Edition Naam, 2016; pp. 8-9)
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Inspiration! 
Small, Selfless Acts Our heart  

has to be full  
of love for the Divine,  
as love for the Divine  
will instill in us devotion  
for the Divine and all  
forms of the Divine. 

Love and devotion are both selfless acts. Devotion must 
be for God and for all forms of God and be without 
need or greed. It is performed out of our pure love 
toward God, without expectation for reward—just out 
of pure heartfelt devotion.

Sant Baljit Singh 
New Year Message 2021

 
God is love, and through the awakening of universal 
love, you will develop a conscious connection with God. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
India Report, Pimpalner, 2012 (p. 4)

 

God is not only in the human beings, but also in the 
grass, flowers, trees, birds, and animals. Everything is 
God; there is only God.

Sant Baljit Singh 
The Four Steps to God (Edition Naam, 2011; p. 11)

 
The habit of sharing your small love with others will 
eventually lead you to loving the Supreme Being.

Sant Baljit Singh 
The Lesson of Love and Devotion (Edition Naam, 2019; p. 5) 

 

 

Each small act lovingly performed for others is devotion to God. At the same time, each selfless act 
radiates outward and goes on to touch a great many hearts. 

One’s approach in life and actions toward God’s crea-
tures are very much part of the spiritual practice.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Guru Purnima Message 2019

 
Somewhere, a growing plant is drying up. Give it the gift 
of water and it will come back to life.

Sant Baljit Singh                                                                                                                                            
Attributes in Attaining God’s Throne (Edition Naam, 2018; p. 17)

How priceless are a few words of love spoken to some-
one, or hugging a crying child with love and placing your 
hand of compassion on its head. It is far more charitable 
to lift someone who has fallen on the wayside, to help 
him rise, instead of passing on by, oblivious to all else 
around you.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Attributes in Attaining God’s Throne (Edition Naam, 2018; p. 16)

If someone is sick—go and sit next to him, encourage 
him, speak lovingly with him, wish him well. Just imagine 
the effect of such priceless words and actions.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Attributes in Attaining God’s Throne (Edition Naam, 2018; pp. 16-17)

With love, we can make friends with anyone. So let us 
love everyone, and a new beginning will be made. Our 
mentality will change, our hearts will overflow with love, 
and we will feel that we are all one.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Everything Is Within (Edition Naam, 2015; p. 10) 
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Attracting	Butterflies	
Natural Living Butterflies prefer sunny weather. They need the sun in order to fly because they 

are cold-blooded. So they love a sunny garden. However, a wild area of shrubs and 
bushes also gives butterflies a place to rest when it is wet and windy.

Food	and	Flowers	for	Butterflies
Different species of butterflies have different feeding habits. Butterflies are attracted 
to brightly colored flowers—pink, red, yellow, orange, and purple. They love all shapes 
of flowers. They also like to feed on composite flowers (clusters of little flowers that 
appear to be one flower), such as flowers of the butterfly bush, asters, sunflowers and 
daisies. Some butterflies feed on fermented fruit, so if you have some over-ripe fruit, 
that is perfect for them. They are attracted to the fruit by its fragrance. In addition 
to sweet nectar and fruit, they also need water to drink in order to get the necessary 
minerals and proteins they need.  

Butterfly	Puddle
To create a place for butterflies to drink, take a shallow terracotta saucer, fill the dish 
with sand, add two tablespoons of well-rotted cow manure, and mix well. Press the 
sand mixture down, make a little well in the center of the dish, and fill it with water. You 
can also add a flat stone and little pebbles for the butterflies to rest on. Leave the flat 
dish in a sunny place in your garden or on the balcony. In the same vicinity, you can add 
a flat dish with fruit. 

The butterfly is beloved by nearly everyone. Who does not like butterflies? Many of us are 
delighted by these beautiful and very graceful insects. We may have a childhood memory of a 
butterfly migration event, the beauty of which has left a deep impression on us. The butterfly is 
a symbol of transformation. It is one of nature’s chief pollinators, along with the bee. Butterflies 
feed on the nectar of flowers. While flying from flower to flower, they collect pollen on their 
bodies. This pollen is then spread to other plants. They help flowers, fruits and vegetables to 
produce new seeds. Butterflies, along with other pollinators, are important for our food and for 
nature in general. 

Butterfly	Life-Cycle
In the life-cycle of the butterfly there are four distinct stages, known as complete meta-
morphoses: egg, caterpillar, chrysalis, and butterfly. If we take the time to do a little 
research, we can find out the specific needs of our local butterfly species at each of 
these four stages. We may also learn about butterfly migration and the butterflies who 
come to visit us from afar. 

Butterflies lay their eggs on specific plants called host plants. When an egg hatches it 
becomes a caterpillar. It then feeds on the leaves of the host plant. In time, the caterpillar 
finds shelter and becomes a chrysalis. Finally, a beautiful butterfly emerges from the 
chrysalis. Then the cycle of life starts over again. Caterpillars love to feed on the leaves of 
indigenous plants. Caterpillars and adult butterflies have co-evolved with certain plants, 
trees, vines, and wildflowers and have a symbiotic relationship with them. 

Caterpillar	and	Butterfly	Habitat		
In order to nurture each stage of the butterfly’s life-
cycle, a small part of our garden could be left to grow 
wild to encourage a variety of local grasses, as some 
caterpillars like to feed on grass. In addition, we can 
grow other plants that caterpillars thrive on, such as 
milkweed and nettles. Caterpillars may also eat our 
citrus-tree leaves, herbs, or vegetables. 
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Books from the Masters provide us with good teachings. We should  
follow these good teachings and apply them to our lives.
Sant Baljit Singh 

Rumi: Fountain of Fire – book  
Soul-stirring poetry from Rumi inspires us with the spiritual aspects of life. 
Translated from original Persian by Nader Khalili, who keeps his translations 
true to Rumi’s meaning, this volume of 75 poems has been called one of the 
best renditions of Rumi’s poetry available today.

Paperback: 144 pages

Sweet Utopia – book  
Create luscious flavors and familiar textures of traditional desserts without 
eggs or dairy. Easy-to-make and sensational, these desserts are lactose-free 
and cholesterol-free. The recipes cover a wide array of goodies including cakes, 
cookies, pies, puddings, and other treats.

Paperback: 183 pages

spine marks

            Live the Life of Soul – Sant Thakar Singh

Live the Life of Soul is a collection of inspiring discourses 
given by Sant Thakar Singh during the last year of his life. 
In these talks, he explains the temporary state of this 

world, raising the question: Where we can turn for something 
real, true, and lasting? He tells how every person has come 
fully equipped to find wisdom and fulfillment within, and he 
describes the process of realizing this objective.

Sant Thakar Singh (1929–2005) was a well-
known mystic and spiritual Master. He gave 
thousands of discourses and provided spiritual 
guidance to millions of people throughout the 
world. His timeless message to humanity is 
that we can discover and enjoy the purpose of 
life by realizing and living the life of soul.  

You are to go along on the way of the wonderful lifestyle which 
has been given to you inside, which is guided by the Sound and 
the Light. You will enjoy it—both ways and means—and you will 
be able to reach your destination where there is perfection. 

—Sant Thakar Singh

Sant Thakar Singh 
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The Supreme Relationship – booklet 
Sant Baljit Singh explains that we are to care for and love everyone, as we are 
all part of the family of God. We must also take care of our relationship with 
God. Keeping a balance in life will help us do this.

Paperback: 16 pages 

Live the Life of Soul – book 
This collection of inspiring discourses was given by Sant Thakar Singh during 
the last year of his life. He explains the temporary state of this world, raising the 
question: Where can we turn for something real, true, and lasting? He tells how 
every person has come fully equipped to find wisdom and fulfillment within, 
and he describes the process of realizing this objective.

Paperback book: 240 pages

Edition Naam Blessings From God – DVD 
Bhandara & Village Visits with Sant Baljit Singh, 2010-2011: With 
colorful photos, inspirational quotes, devotional Indian music, and 
narrative, this DVD slide-show gives a beautiful glimpse into the great 
love that the Master has for humanity and his desire to help everyone 
find inner peace and happiness.

Run-time: 47 minutes     

Guru Purnima – audio CD 
Sant Baljit Singh describes the powers that God created to sustain and 
continue life on earth, each with its own special role. Only one power 
is higher, and that is the Creator. He explains why spiritual Masters are 
traditionally recognized and honored on Guru Purnima, the day of the 
full moon during midsummer in India.

Sant Baljit Singh Photos 
Many more photos are available at the Edition Naam website.

www.EditionNaam.com
USA phone:
386-842-5317
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Reflections

Discover the meaning of life and realize its essence.

Sant Baljit Singh
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However, almost everything that we do is according to the mind’s instructions and for the deceptive 
showiness of maya—which is futile. So the saints awaken us at the level of soul and ask: “O humans! 
What are you doing?”

In my view, such a life is not truly life, but is merely a birth. However, for the sake of explanation, we 
can say that life is not for that purpose. As saints have said:

Bahut janam bichhre the madho, eh janam tumare lekhe.
O God! For many births I have been separated from you. I now surrender this birth to you.

There is a vast difference between a birth and life. Thus, a human being should discover the 
meaning of life and realize its essence. We must know what is meaningful and what is meaningless. 
We need to understand that leading a life filled with devotion is meaningful. We should not waste 
time in earthly pursuits. When we feel this way, then we will try to walk on the spiritual path in order 
to have a realization of God. Although we might not yet have awakened as soul, the effort is an 
experience in itself. We have the positive feeling of doing something good, and the peace and the 
satisfaction that we receive is a very blessed gift.

Sant Baljit Singh  
India Report, Nawan Nagar, 2013 (p. 11)

 

It is very easy to understand that we love someone who is beneficial to us and 
whom we do not fear. This is the specialty of the saints and the enlightened 
souls. Their lives are always for the benefit of others, and they are willing to take 
up the burden of suffering for our sake. The ultimate objective in their hearts 
is the benefit of humanity. Saints teach us what is beneficial for us and what 
efforts we should make for our betterment.
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We are part of the supreme consciousness, and we  
also are conscious within our own self. We should  
use this consciousness for our betterment and for  
achieving our highest goal.
Sant Baljit Singh


